
Tournament 
 
Tournament has the look of the World Champion but a non-rotating goalkeeper.   
It is produced in a standard version and in a FICB authorized version for Italian 
competitions only. 
1 Very sturdy as well as flexible construction 3cm (1+1/4in) thick, made from layers of 
plywood and medium density fibreboard combined together. Black laminate and 
aluminium coating. 
2 9 x 9cm (4x4in) metal legs coated with long-lasting silver painting. New type heavy 
duty leg levellers  for a perfectly flat playfield on all surfaces. 
4 High stress resistance machine-trued hollow steel bars - diameter 16mm - coated with 
anti-rust chromium-plating. One-colour players in plastic material (moplen), moulded 
onto the bars: they maintain their positions perfectly. Non-rotating goalkeeper (180°) 
available only.Team colours: red and blue.  
5 Telescopic rods available on request.  
6 Ball bearings with steel roller bearings greatly improve the game speed, while reducing 
the stress for the players' wrists.  
7 Handles in a new plastic material with wood inserts to prevent any slipping on the 
rods. 
8 Playing field with tempered antireflex glass. 
9 New design playfield corners: they slope down towards the playfield without creating 
“steps”. 
10 Inside goal net coated in felt, to reduce noise and prevent ball chipping. 
11 Goal profiles with aluminium and zinc alloy coating for long duration. 
12 The cabinet can be opened to reach the inside. The upper cabinet can be lifted 
thanks to a metal support bracket activating automatically when  the cabinet upper part 
is lifted.  
13 Detachable playing field: two locks enable to detach the playing field from the cabinet 
upper part for easy cleaning and parts replacing. 
14 Standard mechanical coin mechanism. On request electromechanical coin 
mechanism or electronic system GARL 2001. For further information please see page 
38 and following.   
15 10 white “Standard” balls supplied. 
 
 
 
TABELLA TECNICA  
 
MODEL    TOURNAMENT 
 
WEIGHT   Kg 93 
 
HEIGHT     cm 96,5 
 
LENGTH    cm 150 
 
WIDTH    cm 76 



 
PLAYING FIELD   cm 115x70 
 
PACKAGING   cm 152x82x46 


